APTLG Seoul Meeting Agenda

second draft (2000.2.22)

Date: 2000.02.29 Tuesday

Place: Art Center I (the 4th floor), Hotel Sheraton Walker Hill, Seoul Korea

Registration

Part 1: Member/Country Update(please let us know on your presentation)

Candidate: au, cn, jp, kr, lk, my, nu, nz, sg, th, tw

Part 2: Member Meeting

0. Financial Committee Report, Shuichi Tashiro, JPNIC

1. Contribution to ICANN Budget
   For 2000-2001 and beyond
   For 1999-2000

2. ccTLD Administration and Policies
   "Best Practice"
   Registry Re-delegation

3. "ccTLD Association" - Initial Discussion

4. "APDN" Bylaws and Secretariat

5. APTLD 2000 Budget

6. APTLD Election
7. Future Meetings

2000.7.17-18 Yokohama

2000.10 USA

8. Multilingual Names

ICANN DNSO Working Group Formation

Consortium Formation

9. ccTLD Election

Names Concil members

Administration Committee members

10. AOB

[Link to APTLD-related meeting during APTLD/APRICOT Seoul Meetings]

Contact for further information: Jaeyeon Jung (email: jyjung@cosmos.kaist.ac.kr, phone: +82-19-288-8593)
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